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**Abstract**—This paper aims to explore the situation of Nepal through political, social, economics, and technology by SWOT analysis. Due to the current lack of literature reviews on Nepal, we used the secondary data, media coverage report for this paper to get a better overview about Nepal for the reader and foreign investor (especially Chinese investor who are willing to invest under Belt and Road initiative). This paper also tries to address “why situational analysis is required before investing?” Moreover, it also tries to unravel the mystery “why Nepal join China’s Belt and Road Initiative”, although the major trading partner of Nepal is with India, who is not currently part of Belt and Road initiative. Finally, we summarize that Nepal could be a better option for investor through OBOR initiative.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chinese President Xi Jinping announced a couple of new developments and trade initiatives for China and its surrounding area at the end of 2013, which includes One Belt One Road (OBOR) [1]. The ambitious initiative aims to promote a vision for expansion of connectivity and the link between three continents of Asia, Africa, and Europe backed by billions of dollars in infrastructure investment and development. China allocated $40 billion for a special fund for the initiative. In addition to that, capitalization of $100 billion from the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank for many of those projects which are likely to be part of the plan. Only the Development Bank of China has reserved $890 billion for some 900 projects [2]. Nepal had also agreed in the principle to be part of the initiative in 2014. Although, the major trading partner of Nepal is with India, who is not currently part of Belt and Road initiative.

In this paper, we have used SWOT analysis to overview current situation of Nepal for the OBOR project in order to get a better overview for the foreign investor (especially Chinese investor who are willing invest under OBOR) and the reader. This would involve analyzing political, economic, social and technological aspect through strength, weakness, opportunity, and threat in Nepal and towards OBOR initiative.

II. GLANCE OF NEPAL

Nepal is a landlocked country located between two bordering countries, China in the north and India in the south, east, and west. Nepal covers 147,181 km\textsuperscript{2} in South Asia with a population of 29.80 million in 2016 [3]. Nepal is the poorest and least-developed countries suffering from poverty and various natural calamities. The agricultural sector accounts for 33\% of the total economy and over two-thirds of the population gets their livelihoods. Currently, in the service sector, remittances from employment abroad have increased rapidly and have become another important source of employment and foreign exchange for the nation. The role of the industrial sector is relatively low compared to the agricultural and service sector [4].

Nepal’s gross domestic product (GDP) has reached $21.10 billion in the fiscal year 2016 compare to $16 billion in 2010 [5]. The Human Development Index (HDI) value for 2015 is 0.56, which places Nepal in the middle human development category, ranking it in 144 out of 188 countries (territories) [6]. In the year 2015, Nepal is the 150th largest export economy in the world. Nepal exported $900 million and its main destination was India ($561 million), the United States ($94.80 million), Germany ($37.40 million), the United Kingdom ($28.80 million) and China ($20.70 million). The trade balance of Nepal was negative of $5.70 billion. The import of Nepal worth $6.100 million, India and China were the main importing countries worth $3.81 billion and $930 million respectively [7].

III. BILATERAL RELATION BETWEEN NEPAL AND CHINA

The relation between Nepal and China is not newly developed, but they are very old and deeply rooted. Both countries relationship has had always been friendly and heartfelt to each other. The two countries relation were established by the historical and multifaceted bilateral that developed from the beginning by Nepalese monk and scholar like Buddhhabhadra Jue Xian Fa Si during 5th Century. During the first half of the 7th century by Princess Bhrikuti and Araniko (Anige), at second half of the 13th century, and by Chinese scholars and monks such as Monk Fa Hsian during Jin Dynasty, Monk Xuan Zang during Tang Dynasty [8].

Both countries formalized their relationship with the financial aid signed in October 1956. In 1982, the Economic
and Commercial Intergovernmental Committee (IGETC) was established by both nations. At the IGETC forum meetings, both nations discussed bilateral economic and technical cooperation. Nepal and China celebrate 50th years since the establishment of diplomatic relations between two countries in 2005. "The China-Nepal Comprehensive Cooperative Association" was established in 2009 by the state leaders of Nepal and China to bring bilateral relations to a new development era. At the beginning of 2012, Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao successfully visited Nepal [9].

IV. AMALGAMATION OF NEPAL TOWARDS OBOR

In 2015, there were two major earthquakes in Nepal on April 25 and May 28 that caused 8,674 deaths and injuries to 9,954 people [10]. Nepal was busy in the process of rebuilding its infrastructure. In the same year, Nepal declared its new constitution on September 20. Although, the constitution was approved by a large majority of constitutional members but members of the Madhesi political parties boycotted the vote, claiming that the Constitution did not guarantee fair representation in parliament and in public office [11]. The Madhesi political party began to block the border road. The UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon expressed concern at preventing Nepal's key deliveries and called on "all parties" to lift the Indo-Nepal embargo border by invoking immediately the right of free movement of the country without exit to the sea. Protesters have surrounded the border between Nepal and India near Raxaul, from where 70 percent of the goods are transported to Nepal [12]. An important reason for an unofficial blockade was imposed by the Indian government and supported by the Madhesi ethnic group in the south of the country that has protested against the government and the new constitution [13].

In 2016, Prime Minister KP Oli's high profile visit to China comes as when Nepal was trying to open more supplies from China and to prevent loss caused by repeating the recent blockade of almost six months when Madhesi of Indian origin who blocked trade routes between Nepal and India which affect normal life of people in Nepal. Prime Minister KP Oli's also requested to build a strategic rail link between Nepal and China through Tibet to reduce Nepal's total dependence on Indian shipping. Both countries agreed to cooperate among them by signing 10 agreements which include the Transit and Transportation Agreement. Nepal and China have agreed to build a railway link connection between the two countries to reduce trade and other dependence on India. The two countries have also signed the transit trade treaty on seaports for third-country trade that will put an end to Nepal's sole dependence on India's seaports for third-country trade [14].

In 2017, Foreign Minister Shanker Das Bairagi and Ambassador of China Yu Hong signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the One Belt One Road Initiative (OBOR) Framework Agreement, marking Nepal's official agree to be part of Beijing's ambitious plan to revive the ancient trade of the Silk Road routes [15]. Nepal hopes to update its vital infrastructures, improve cross-border connectivity with China and improve interpersonal relations under this initiative. The main objective of the MoU was to promote mutual coordination and cooperation between two nations in various fields, such as the economy, environment, technology, and culture. The Co-operation Arrangement aims to promote cooperation with economic integration, policy exchanges, commercial links and people-to-people connectivity [6].

V. ROAD AND RAILWAY CONNECTION BETWEEN CHINA AND NEPAL

The Nepalese Government has proposed that the Kerung - Kathmandu -Pokhara -Lumbini railway (Fig1) be part of the OBOR project initiative by China [16]. Nepal is completely located in the Ganges Basin. Nepal has Fifteen Peaks above 7,000 meters, including the highest peak, Mount Everest 8,848 meters in the world. Physiographical, the country can be divided into three parts: the upper Himalayas in the north (24 percent of the country's total area); the hillside and slopes of the mountains which lie in center (56 percent), it includes the plain called Terai in the south at elevations below 300 m (20 percent) [17]. Technically, to construct railway in a high altitude area is very challenging task and expensive for both governments.
VI. WHY IS SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS REQUIRED FOR OBOR?

Situational analysis is a process that looks at the situation, its elements, and its relationships in order to gain knowledge and understanding about political, economic, social and technological factors located within the region of a potential operation. Tools such as SWOT analysis, literature review, and media and data review could help to understand macro and micro environments surrounding a potential project.

Situational analysis helps the organization to establish a strategic direction to manage risk and make appropriate adjustments in planning decisions and actions. A literature review is a cost-effective method that can reduce the level of risk and uncertainty surrounding future events and results. It involves the acquisition of documentation from a variety of sources, which is then corroborated by direct observations, national sources and authoritative external sources [18]. SWOT analysis is well-established strategic management research tools that are used in a wide range of projects [19].

SWOT analysis is a subjective micro-environmental assessment. It is a tool to assess the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) of any possibility for OBOR project. The SWOT analysis is used from the beginning of the project development to assist in the evaluation of environmental factors and the situation facing a project. Its aim is to identify the strengths, minimize its weaknesses, respond to threats and exploit available opportunities. The strengths and weaknesses are measures of the internal capabilities; while the opportunities and threats are external (originate from outside) and affect the operation.

SWOT analysis can help transform weaknesses and threats into a strength by, for example, modifying planning, recruiting specialists or making alliances with a local organization to increase capacity. The SWOT analysis answers questions in the four quadrants and allows the identification of weaknesses and threats, creating planning opportunities based on their mere recognition. It also helps manage large volumes of diverse situational information [18].

VII. SWOT ANALYSIS OF NEPAL

The SWOT analysis is used in this paper to analyze the strengths (S), weaknesses (W), opportunities (O) and threats (T) in Nepal categorized based on literature, database, report, and Annex1.
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Investor from China need to be considered in their mind. Challenges in the air transport sector are also serious which new India. With only one international airport in the country, the destination for Nepal nearest sea route is located in Calcutta, hampered by bureaucratic delays and inefficiencies [20]. The investment but for implementation of its policies is often.

The government of Nepal (GON) had open to foreign direct investment but for implementation of its policies is often. Nepalese peoples also want to have a stable political condition so that they can obtain economic growth. Nepal has a favorable regulatory environment for trade and had also secured the 2nd position in 2017, in terms of ease of doing business among the South Asian economies, after Bhutan, in the World Bank's Doing Business Report 2017. Nepal has also low labor costs compared to China, China (average Shanghai and Beijing) minimum wages for a full-time worker was $204.53. Nepal also has facilitated export and import through the implementation of an automated customs data system, an electronic data exchange system which definitely help new investor from China to invest under OBOR in Nepal and also the relations between Nepal and China has have always been friendly and cordial.

A. Strengths (S)

Nepal has exotic cultures, an omnipotent and diverse landscape with considerable potential for tourism and growth in the hotel industry. Nepal is blessed with the fast flowing river which has also greater potential for hydropower. It is estimated that Nepal's theoretical hydropower is about 84,000 MW, of which 43,000 MW have been found economically viable [20]. Nepalese peoples also want to have a stable political condition so that they can obtain economic growth. Nepal has a favorable regulatory environment for trade and had also secured the 2nd position in 2017, in terms of ease of doing business among the South Asian economies, after Bhutan, in the World Bank's Doing Business Report 2017. Nepal has also low labor costs compared to China, China (average Shanghai and Beijing) minimum wages for a full-time worker was $204.53. Nepal also has facilitated export and import through the implementation of an automated customs data system, an electronic data exchange system which definitely help new investor from China to invest under OBOR in Nepal and also the relations between Nepal and China has have always been friendly and cordial.

B. Weaknesses (W)

Nepal has rapid political changes over the past two decades. Political instability, including 25 governments over the past 27 years, has created an uncertain environment for foreign and private investment. Nepal's economic growth continues to be adversely affected by political uncertainty. It has a very high corruption rate, in a very bad economic state. The government of Nepal (GON) had open to foreign direct investment but for implementation of its policies is often hampered by bureaucratic delays and inefficiencies [20]. The destination for Nepal nearest sea route is located in Calcutta, India, about 460 miles from the border between Nepal and India. With only one international airport in the country, the challenges in the air transport sector are also serious which new investor from China need to be considered in their mind.

C. Opportunities (O)

Nepal needs an important infrastructure development. Earthquakes in April and May 2015 which lead to critical infrastructure development with a need of fast recovery from impairment, reconstruction and improvements are urgent and extensive, which will be the greatest opportunity for the OBOR initiative in Nepal. Nepal has close ties with its two neighbors, India and China. According to a long-lasting agreement, Indians and Nepalese citizens can travel to each other without a passport or visa, which may help Chinese investors expand their business over Nepal's borders. The Nepalese industry is mainly involved in the processing of agricultural products, including jute, sugarcane, tobacco, and cereals. The Chinese company has a large market for machinery and technology based on agriculture sector.

It is estimated that remittances equal 25-30% of GDP. Inflation has been reduced to a minimum of three years to 7%, so the cost of the OBOR project will not need to bear the higher cost in investment in Nepal. Traffic problems and blockade of India: problems in Indian ports, so for the Nepalese merchant China could be a new destination for transit. Nepal can act as a bridge between India and China trade and also between the countries of South Asia and North Asia if proper work is done. Currently, Nepal's installed hydroelectric power capacity is 753 MW [21]. Nepal suffers from a shortage of regular energy; the available hydroelectric resources could provide a large surplus if it is strategically developed with the objective of promoting regional trade.

D. Threats (T)

Nepal is a landlocked country that gets the market access to the challenge. Significant changes have taken place in rural areas and in urban areas. Skilled workers are migrating for foreign country for better salary. Nepal produces technical manpower, but the lack of economic opportunities and low wages force millions of workers to seek work abroad [20]. It is estimated that four and six million Nepalese work abroad, mainly in the Gulf countries, Malaysia and India.

### TABLE I.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths (S)</th>
<th>Weakness (W)</th>
<th>Opportunities (O)</th>
<th>Threats (T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Press Freedom</td>
<td>Unstable Government, Frequent policy</td>
<td>People willingness for development and political stability.</td>
<td>External interfere in the internal issue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low labor cost, Trade-friendly policy environment, lower taxes</td>
<td>Low GDP, Low HDI</td>
<td>Skilled Labor working outside of the country for the Job</td>
<td>Highly depend on Remittance, Poor Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Availability of Skilled Manpower.</td>
<td>Low Salary package</td>
<td>Good relation with Neighboring Nation</td>
<td>Nepal major economic activity is done from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy access to Country data, Easy paperwork</td>
<td>Very poor infrastructure</td>
<td>High potential hydropower</td>
<td>Land Locked Nation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. **Strengths (S)**

Nepal has exotic cultures, an omnipotent and diverse landscape with considerable potential for tourism and growth in the hotel industry. Nepal is blessed with the fast flowing river which has also greater potential for hydropower. It is estimated that Nepal's theoretical hydropower is about 84,000 MW, of which 43,000 MW have been found economically viable [20]. Nepalese peoples also want to have a stable political condition so that they can obtain economic growth. Nepal has a favorable regulatory environment for trade and had also secured the 2nd position in 2017, in terms of ease of doing business among the South Asian economies, after Bhutan, in the World Bank's Doing Business Report 2017. Nepal has also low labor costs compared to China, China (average Shanghai and Beijing) minimum wages for a full-time worker was $204.53. Nepal also has facilitated export and import through the implementation of an automated customs data system, an electronic data exchange system which definitely help new investor from China to invest under OBOR in Nepal and also the relations between Nepal and China has have always been friendly and cordial.

B. **Weaknesses (W)**

Nepal has rapid political changes over the past two decades. Political instability, including 25 governments over the past 27 years, has created an uncertain environment for foreign and private investment. Nepal's economic growth continues to be adversely affected by political uncertainty. It has a very high corruption rate, in a very bad economic state. The government of Nepal (GON) had open to foreign direct investment but for implementation of its policies is often hampered by bureaucratic delays and inefficiencies [20]. The destination for Nepal nearest sea route is located in Calcutta, India, about 460 miles from the border between Nepal and India. With only one international airport in the country, the challenges in the air transport sector are also serious which new investor from China need to be considered in their mind.

C. **Opportunities (O)**

Nepal needs an important infrastructure development. Earthquakes in April and May 2015 which lead to critical infrastructure development with a need of fast recovery from impairment, reconstruction and improvements are urgent and extensive, which will be the greatest opportunity for the OBOR initiative in Nepal. Nepal has close ties with its two neighbors, India and China. According to a long-lasting agreement, Indians and Nepalese citizens can travel to each other without a passport or visa, which may help Chinese investors expand their business over Nepal's borders. The Nepalese industry is mainly involved in the processing of agricultural products, including jute, sugarcane, tobacco, and cereals. The Chinese company has a large market for machinery and technology based on agriculture sector.

It is estimated that remittances equal 25-30% of GDP. Inflation has been reduced to a minimum of three years to 7%, so the cost of the OBOR project will not need to bear the higher cost in investment in Nepal. Traffic problems and blockade of India: problems in Indian ports, so for the Nepalese merchant China could be a new destination for transit. Nepal can act as a bridge between India and China trade and also between the countries of South Asia and North Asia if proper work is done. Currently, Nepal's installed hydroelectric power capacity is 753 MW [21]. Nepal suffers from a shortage of regular energy; the available hydroelectric resources could provide a large surplus if it is strategically developed with the objective of promoting regional trade.

D. **Threats (T)**

Nepal is a landlocked country that gets the market access to the challenge. Significant changes have taken place in rural areas and in urban areas. Skilled workers are migrating for foreign country for better salary. Nepal produces technical manpower, but the lack of economic opportunities and low wages force millions of workers to seek work abroad [20]. It is estimated that four and six million Nepalese work abroad, mainly in the Gulf countries, Malaysia and India.
VIII. CONCLUSION

Although, Nepal has seen rapid political changes, natural disaster and economic crisis over the decades. Still, Nepal has a high potential for economic growth in near future by Nepalese people willing to make the nation better and natural resources which are available all over the country which will be the biggest opportunity for OBOR initiative and Foreign investor especially Chinese investor who willing to invest in Nepal under OBOR. Addition to that. Nepal also has high potential to be a bridge between two fast-growing economies India and China for trade and also between the countries of South Asia and North Asia.
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